Joker haunts new STEM building

By Jennifer Malfara
Junior Editor

Bob Welbutrin, from the Dysphoria Office of Delaware County Community College called a meeting in the Cafeteria on April 22 saying there were complaints about the clown faced Joker who was “causing extreme happiness” in the new STEM Building.

“His happy spirit has caused all our students to not go to their classes,” Welbutrin said. “Instead they all play card games on the computer and tell stories.”

Welbutrin also said the Joker has been stealing the hearts of young women by giving them Flowers and chocolate candy.

“There have been fights going on every day because they all want him,” Welbutrin said. “It’s getting out of control.”

Megan Lookinlense, 26, a photography major, though, isn’t a huge fan of Joker, “I don’t understand what’s so great about him. He’s a clown with make-up all over his face. Who wants to kiss someone like that?”

Samantha Stethascope, 24, a nursing major, begs to differ. “I love him,” said Stethascope. “Whoever doesn’t like him is jealous, that’s all I have to say!”

During his time in Gorton, NY, when Joker was living, he fell off a building trying to capture Batman. On the way down, his heart stopped and he hit his head on the concrete.

From that day on, as a ghost, he began having a happier personality and became a big fan of Batman.

The Joker then traveled to London for a couple of months in 2006 and befriended a young woman named Laura Limey, a magician who “taught him how to do card tricks.”

Then in the fall semester of 2009, they both decided to take classes at DCCC but Joker began having too much fun making friends instead of going to his sessions.

Joker has said most of his allies are Native American ghosts that used to live in the STEM building when he arrived.

Since the Ghostbusters eliminated them a few weeks ago, he had to make some new friends. “I was good pals with Chief Bunion even though he always yelled at me,” said Joker.

“I think he’s a great role model for students,” said Kate Beaker, a science professor at DCCC. “Before Joker came, most of the students were stressed out, but now they’re having fun.”

On how to handle the dropping rate of students not going to class, Welbutrin said, “We can’t get rid of Joker because plenty of students are enrolling here instead of other colleges. I can’t tell him to leave, either; all the students would hate me.”

Contact Jennifer Malfara at communitarian@mail.dccc.edu

Tiger Woods accepts coaching job at DCCC

By Tim Riday
Junior Editor

Delaware County Community College has a new Assistant Golf Coach on campus.

DCCC officially announced the hiring of Tiger Woods on April 15 around 5 p.m.

“I’m really excited for this opportunity,” said Woods, 34.

“I can’t wait to get away from the paparazzi and really help our students develop their golf games.”

Woods was brought on board to help Head Coach Wayne Leczkowski.

“Tiger was brought on board to help us win the national title,” said Woods.

DCCC was selected primarily, according to the show’s producers said “The Real World has always been a popular show, and we want to keep the show new and unpredictable which is why we decided to set it in a completely unexpected location.”

DCCC was selected primarily, according to the producers, because of its “original, interesting, and culturally diverse environment.”

“The show always takes place in a nice neatly furnished house, this time we wanted our participants to get out and see some trees rather than urban sprawl,” said MTV writer

Continued on page 3

‘Real World’ to film on Marple campus starting in September

By Joseph Giordano
Co-Managing Editor

Dozens of puzzled students gathered around the middle of Delaware County Community College’s center plaza yesterday as a cluster of tents lined the area. According to the men and women working on this project, DCCC will be host to MTV’s most notorious reality show, “The Real World.”

The television show will be taking a different approach to the series by filming it in an unorthodox environment; a college campus. The contestants will be living in a specially constructed dormitory that will sit behind campus in a cleared area of the forest. Representatives from the show have said that it will donate this “historic” building to the school after the show for use as a reading/writing center.

The premise of the show is to gather several young men and women together in an unfamiliar environment, and play off the fact that they are strangers who must deal with living together for an entire month.

Auditions are still being held, but this time there’s a catch. In the past, cast members were selected from around the country; however, in this case everyone participating in the show will be a DCCC student.

A statement from the show’s producers said “The Real World has always been a popular show, and we want to keep the show new and unpredictable which is why we decided to set it in a completely unexpected location.”

DCCC was selected primarily, according to the producers, because of its “original, interesting, and culturally diverse environment.”

“The show always takes place in a nice neatly furnished house, this time we wanted our participants to get out and see some trees rather than urban sprawl,” said MTV writer

Continued on page 3
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Tiger Woods becomes new assistant coach

From page 1

71 PGA tour events, 14 Major Championships, and has been a 10 time PGA tour player of the year. “I think Tiger has been with more women than he has PGA tour wins,” said Suzy Souplants, 19, a women’s studies major. “I don’t think this is a good place for a pervert to coach.”

There are currently three petitions going around DCCC in response to the Woods hiring. The first petition is to have separate men and women golf teams, and have Woods only coach the men’s team. The second petition is to move Woods’ office away from the student career and counseling center because most students want to avoid Woods counseling unless it’s about golf.

The third petition is to move all mother-daughter book readings to Thursday afternoon due to Woods being off-campus on Thursdays. “I know I’m under a lot of scrutiny right now,” said Woods. “But I’m trying to focus on helping these DCCC golfers right now.”

“Tiger has only coach the men’s team,” said Communitarian School officials are hoping that there will be an increase in the number of students who attend class and interact with one another in their dorm. School officials are hoping that there will be a more diverse educational environment. The only admission required for students to enter is that they have good academic standing.

The park can be enjoyed during breaks, at Q Time, or just as class for fun and socializing. “I think that this idea is a good one for the student body, and definitely was necessary,” said Keshia Kapacort, vice president of the Engineering Club.

Yes, this park is totally exciting, but will it be safe for students? “We have worked so long and hard on this design and we will do everything we can to ensure the safety and completion of this project,” said Alice Bliter, design team leader of the Engineering Club.

By Jennifer Malfara
Junior Editor

By Kerry Hansen
Staff Writer

Looking forward to the Summer I session, the Engineering Club has designed an amusement park for the entire DCCC student body to enjoy during the warm summer months. The rides will include a roller coaster, a Ferris wheel, and a bumper car ride outside the student cafè.

The park will be open during the summer and fall months until the weather is too cold to have the park open any longer. The only admission required for students to enter is that they have good academic standing.

The park can be enjoyed during breaks, at Q Time, or just as class for fun and socializing. “I think that this idea is a good one for the student body, and definitely was necessary,” said Keshia Kapacort, vice president of the Engineering Club.

Yes, this park is totally exciting, but will it be safe for students? “We have worked so long and hard on this design and we will do everything we can to ensure the safety and completion of this project,” said Alice Bliter, design team leader of the Engineering Club.

The project is being supervised by the teachers of the Engineering Department and will surely be a safe haven for all students to enjoy some real recreation between studying and test taking.

If anyone is in favor of the real park experience, please contact me at communitarian@mail.dccc.edu. Having an amusement park is something that no other school in the area has to our knowledge,” said Eric Einstein, president of the Engineering Club.

The rides will be completed by June 1. Any students who are already finished with finals shouldn’t worry; they can always come back during the summer for a small admission charge of $5.

For further information about the park, please contact the Engineering Club in room 2015.

By Kerry Hansen
Staff Writer

In the large auditorium on April 20, the young women of DCCC put themselves up for charity by auctioning off a date night to the highest male bidders in the crowd. To one lucky student’s surprise, one of the bidders happened to be celebrity heart-throb Johnny Depp.

Depp, now separated from his French paramour Vanessa Paradis, was ready to date again. Depp started fresh by surprising the school, and bidding $10,000 for a date with DCCC student Jazbel Laman, 21, a women’s studies major. The money raised at the auction will finance the building of the DCCC amusement park designed by the Engineering Club.

“I am so excited! I cannot wait for the night with Johnny. This will be so awesome!” said Lamar. “What am I going to wear? I wonder where we will go and what we will continue. Other DCCC women feel that Lamar is lucky and want to go with her on the date. “I wish I was going on a date with Johnny Depp!” said fellow DCCC student Yawnda Munmers.

At the auction, students purchased dates with other students, casting bids ranging from $100 to $400. “The bids for students seemed to be a lot of money to begin with, even if everyone was excited to go out, or to build the amusement park,” said student body President Hamish Who, 34, a magic major. “It was a lot of fun to reminisce about the good old days. Like the times when my older sister and I would smoke after 1 a.m. so our parents wouldn’t know. Those were fun times.”

Johnny Depp takes the date at DCCC date auction fundraiser

By Kerry Hansen
Staff Writer

‘Real World’ comes to DCCC

From page 1

Shaun Lizardlips. Another student who auditioned was Vanessa Paradis. A time capsule is found on campus

By Jennifer Malfara
Junior Editor

Nobody ever thought that the courtyard would have a time capsule hidden in the ground at DCCC. It was found recently by a gardener who was digging up a spot for a flower pot when he hit a hard object.

“I was shocked I found something,” said Bill Tartris, one of the gardeners at DCCC. “It’s like finding buried treasure. Everyone started opening it and throwing things around.

The time capsule was a pretty big size to hold all that was in it. One young man held up a rubber duck and smirked, “Anyone want a bath toy?” Everybody laughed.

There also was a plastic container full of old coins and clippings of news articles from 1967, the year DCCC opened its doors for the first time.

A first edition of Rolling Stone magazine was also found in the time capsule, next to The Beatles and The Beaches.

“I love the Beatles, so to see their old album was really cool,” said Sharon Turntable, 19, a science major. “The other items I found were a whoopee cushion and a bubble gum wrapper. People were goofing off and making fart noises with the whoopee cushion. It was hilarious.”

Students found some disgusting things, too, like an old chicken bone from KFC and a couple of dead worms. Some young men chased a group of screaming women around the courtyard, waving around the dead worms.

When every item was taken out of the capsule, all the students and faculty had a lunch outside and talked about maybe putting in another capsule for future chances.

Everybody agreed and contributed something to the capsule. From discarded pieces of a turkey sandwich, coins, dollar bills, coffee mugs, and sheets of paper with homework on them.

“When someone in the future finds these items, I hope they all share a laugh like we did,” said Mart McFly, 28, a liberal arts major.

“It never knew that time capsules could also be found at colleges,” said Hamish Who, 34, a magic major. “It was a lot of fun to reminisce about the good old days. Like the times when my older sister and I would smoke after 1 a.m. so our parents wouldn’t know. Those were fun times.”

Johnny Depp is ready to date a young woman from DCCC.

By Jennifer Malfara
Junior Editor

If we could print in color, you would see that Johnny looks at the world through lavender colored glasses.

‘Real-Worldaholic’!

At the auction, students purchased dates with other students, casting bids ranging from $100 to $400. “The bids for students seemed to be a lot of money to begin with, even if everyone was excited to go out, or to build the amusement park,” said student body President Hamish Who, 34, a magic major. “It was a lot of fun to reminisce about the good old days. Like the times when my older sister and I would smoke after 1 a.m. so our parents wouldn’t know. Those were fun times.”
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New element causes rift in time/space continuum and relights fury of Mortal Kombat: whom should we send?

By Katy O’Dwyer
Executive Editor

On April 6, 2010 it was announced a new element was created in the Dubna cyclotron in Russia. A team of Russian and American scientists had been working on creating element 117, which is now for referred to by its Latinate name “ununseptium.”

The lab it was conserved to recreate the conditions of the big bang, during which all the elements were first formed.

The new element, despite its purported density, flew erratically into the air and broke what appears to be a link in the fabric of time and space.

“Suddenly, the room was all white and I fell back onto my chair,” said Jebidiah Spumante, an American chemist and member of the team that created the substance. “When I looked up, I saw a giant man in a conical straw hat with eyes that glowed like lightning.”

Spumante escaped because he was nearest to the door, but the whereabouts of all his comrades are still unknown.

The next day, a strange woman in a green bodysuit accompanied by a giant with six arms, and a man who was apparently made of metal wearing something that looked like a gasmask appeared at the Kremlin.

Several witnesses confirmed that they gave this message: “We challenge the people of earth who awakened us to our traditional game of Mortal Kombat. All battles are to the death, and we will have a flawless victory send your best and fight for the future of this world.”

“What we have here is an element that can fuse the cosmic forces of our world and a mythical world of powerful demonic warriors,” according to Dr. Babality, professor of interdimensional travel and early 90’s low-bit entertainment consuls, the dimension these warriors came from is the famous Japanese videogame Mortal Kombat.

“Now, what we must do is choose our defenders!” SWAT teams, soldiers and the National Guard have tried to stop these supernatural beings, but they have all been run through, electrocuted or worse.

Several names come to my mind when I think about intergalactic battle, action superstar and martial arts master Chuck Norris would do a bang up job, as well as removed boxer Manny Pacquiao, but I think we should take a more unorthodox approach to fixing this problem.

Let’s fight fictional characters with fictional characters.

James Tiberius Kirk has shown he can fight well against other-worldly beings. Whether it is a battle with Spock on Vulcan or a fight against the Gorn on an abandoned asteroid, the captain of the Enterprise always prevails.

Another candidate for combat is the Highlander, Duncan McDougal. Sure, he gets knocked around easily, but he always comes back to life, wielding his Spanish rapier.

McCloud just needs to make sure he stays away from Milizia, who has a flare for biting off heads.

Scientists now are working on creating another rift in the dimension of Soul Caliber. Let us hope they have no blood feud with us as well.

Contact Katy O’Dwyer at communitarian@mail.dccc.edu.

Letters to the Editor...

Dear Editor,

I am writing in because I was interviewed by Saundra Maddox for her article on the Martian Relief occurring on campus, but I have yet to see my name in the paper. I mean she was supposed to mention me and put my name in her article... it was supposed to be like a big break.

My dream is to one day be a star and what better way is there to get noticed than to get publicity? Exactly publicity, promotion, and networking; I was hoping that when I saw my name in the article I could highlight it and then take a picture of it and put it up on my facebook, myspace, and twitpic it.

My manager said that I could sue the paper if things weren’t corrected. I personally don’t think its very fair that students that will buy everyone equipment, building a rink, and paying the players salaries either. I also don’t think DCCC has the money to be professional hockey team named the Phantoms.

They are in the American Hockey League professional hockey team. This would be embarrassing for the school. DCCC wants to pay for a new rink, player salaries, and tuition and other bills to pay. Not to mention this would only add to the parking issues. Why don’t we just demolish parking lots A-C and put the rink there? Even if they did make a rink, what’s the point now? It’s getting close to summer and the rink would melt anyway.

DCCC would also have problems keeping the players salaries, and equipment that could cost millions and millions of dollars. I am not interested in having increased tuition for these costs, especially when other students will be getting my hard earned money. Also, I think we should let the Flyers continue playing and not replace them. They have been around for a long time and been successful at that, I don’t think we have any right in trying to kick them out so we can have a team.

Sincerely,
Markus Oblivious

Dear Editor,

I just wanted to know why Delaware County would even consider starting a hockey team. This would be embarrassing for the school and the community. Philadelphia already has a hockey team, also known as the Flyers! Even if we started a team, why would they get rid of the Flyers so that we could put one together? I don’t think the National Hockey League would go for this honestly.

Why would teams like the Capitals, Red Wings, and Blackhawks want to come to our campus to play us? Professional teams don’t grow overnight. We would get slaughtered by guys like Alex Ovechkin and Patrick Kane. I wouldn’t be surprised if we lost all 52 games.

I don’t think DCCC has the money to be buying everyone equipment, building a rink, and paying the players salaries either. I also don’t think its very fair that students that will buy their hard earned money. Also, I think we should let the Flyers continue playing and not replace them. They have been around for a long time and been successful at that, I don’t think we have any right in trying to kick them out so we can have a team.

Sincerely,
Markus Oblivious
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Here’s Food For Thought…

Do you want strong academic credentials and work experience on your resume when you graduate?

Do you want a shot at a great job in one of the world's largest and most exciting industries?

Do you want access to paying, industry-focused summer jobs and job placement assistance when you graduate?

Do you want access to scholarship funds available only to food marketing majors?

The Food Marketing program at Saint Joseph’s is the only program in the world to offer undergraduate, graduate and executive continuing education at an internationally accredited school of business. Because of the program’s world-wide renown, the majority of ’09 graduating seniors who participated in our job placement program were able to accept job offers at an average starting salary of $43,250 before benefits!

The Food Marketing program at Saint Joseph’s University is your gateway to an industry-specific undergraduate degree, on-the-job experience, and myriad of support services.

For more information visit foodmarketing.sju.edu/academy, or call 610-660-1600.
Wingdings is a font in all word processing programs and arguably the most fun, yet confusing font available.

Many ponder the actual use and purpose of wingdings. To fully understand wingdings, one must first learn where this mysterious font came from.

Wingdings was originally designed in 1990, by Microsoft developers Charles Bigelow and Kris Holmes. Bigelow and Holmes licensed the font as a complement to the Lucida family of fonts.

Wingdings combines symbols from Lucida Icons. It is a true type dingbat font included in all versions of Microsoft Windows starting in 1992 with the release of version 3.1.

Wingdings is a registered trademark of Microsoft and the order of the used symbols is patented as well.

The characters used in wingdings are many well recognized shapes, gestures, and symbols. Some notable characters include the Star of David, the symbols of the Zodiac, and arrows.

Wingdings has two sister fonts that follow the same format, but use different characters. They are named after the original wingdings font. Wingdings 2 and Windings 3 are also available in the font types.

There has been some controversy linked to wingdings since its release in 1992. Only days after its release it was discovered that the sequence for NYC was rendered as a skull and crossbones for N, the Star of David for Y, and a thumbs up for C. This can be interpreted as the approval of killing Jewish people.

Microsoft strongly denied that this order of symbols was intentional. Microsoft insisted that the order of the characters in the font was completely random and the sequence can still be seen today.

As for the actual purpose of wingdings, they can be used in many ways. You can use them within any Microsoft program by copying the symbols into spreadsheets in Excel or as an illustration in PowerPoint.

Another use for wingdings is creating buttons for websites using programs like Adobe or Fireworks.

Mapping wingdings is also a convenient way of finding characters. Instead of looking through clip art or searching the internet for symbols, you can simply go to the wingdings character map, select the symbol you want and copy and paste it into the program you are using.

Wingdings has its purpose and can be a useful font. Although it is highly misunderstood and not used to its full potential, wingdings is a diamond in the rough, waiting for its glory to come.

Contact Tim Riday at Communitarian@mail.dccc.edu

(A History of Wingdings)

Wingdings has its purpose and can be a useful font. Although it is highly misunderstood and not used to its full potential, wingdings is a diamond in the rough, waiting for its glory to come.

Contact Tim Riday at Communitarian@mail.dccc.edu
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Active industry support for our programs has helped build specialized course work, a large pool of available scholarships, internships, and co-op opportunities in these exciting majors:

- **Accounting** – Learn advanced accounting principles as well as information systems through enterprise resource planning software, such as SAP R/3, with 60%+ placement within Big 4 public accounting firms
- **Business Intelligence** – Learn to integrate technology, quantitative skills, and analytics for better decision-making in any organization – recession-proof skill sets
- **Finance** – Learn how individuals, businesses, and governments manage their resources – manage a live stock portfolio in the area’s first on-campus Wall Street Trading Room
- **Food Marketing** – Learn the the ins-and-outs of the food distribution channel with active industry support for scholarships and internships – job placement success
- **Insurance and Risk Management** – Learn advanced concepts of risk management and insurance with active industry support for scholarships and internships
- **International Business** – Learn the theory, practical tools, and cultural skills to function effectively in a geographically interconnected business world
- **Music** – Learn the marketing and legal side of the “biz” from industry executives with on-campus recording facilities and the University’s record label, 1851 Records
- **Pharmaceutical Marketing** – Learn marketing, market research, supply chain, regulatory, and advertising concepts from top practitioners in the nation's oldest and largest pharma program

The Haub School of Business is top-ranked nationally by U.S. News & World Report, The Princeton Review, and Business Week; Business Week further ranked the Haub School #18 in the U.S. with recruiters; The Haub School is one of only 34 private business schools in the U.S. to be dually accredited in business and accounting by AACSB, the Association to Advanced Collegiate Schools of Business.

You owe it to yourself to earn a degree of distinction! Visit our site for more information about these unique programs, available scholarships, and our simplified transfer process.

The Haub School of Business is top-ranked nationally by U.S. News & World Report, The Princeton Review, and Business Week; Business Week further ranked the Haub School #18 in the U.S. with recruiters; The Haub School is one of only 34 private business schools in the U.S. to be dually accredited in business and accounting by AACSB, the Association to Advanced Collegiate Schools of Business.

You owe it to yourself to earn a degree of distinction! Visit our site for more information about these unique programs, available scholarships, and our simplified transfer process.

https://www.sju.edu/dccc
DCCC’s new Quidditch team falls to the Canadians during its inaugural match

By Candice Monhollan
Staff Writer

Delaware County Community College debuted its new sports team Monday in front of a crowd of about 200 students. The DCCC Phantoms Quidditch team faced off against the Canadian National Quidditch team, who went 5-8 with 4,260 points last year.

“We were a little shocked we were facing a national team for our first game,” said Warren Teaze, the captain of the Phantoms. “But we are the only college team in the country, so I guess it does make sense. We knew it was going to be a tough test for us.”

And a tough test it was for the team in its inaugural season. Riding rocket-powered aerodynamic brooms that were designed by the DCCC Engineering Club, the Phantoms played well, keeping the score close, but Canada was able to secure the win when their Seeker, Willa Weasley, spotted and captured the golden snitch. The Canadians won the game, 380-270.

The game was fast-paced and exciting with both teams having good scoring chances on either end. The Keepers tried to out-do each other, but both kept coming up with big saves.

“I just tried to focus on the quaffle and make sure they couldn’t pull any fast ones over me,” said Lucertia Lovegood, the Phantom’s Keeper. “I could see how well their Keeper was playing, and I just tried to keep our team in the game as best I could.”

An hour into the game, the score was 120-70 in favor of Canada, when Dingle Berry, one of Canada’s Seekers, took a buldger to the face. The Canadian team called a time-out while they patched up Berry’s face. He suffered a broken nose and a black eye.

Weasley, hovering near the ceiling, was able to spot the golden snitch flying around the Phantoms’ left goal hoop. She raced downwards and was able to grab the snitch before Phantoms’ Seeker, Treasa Green, had time to react.

“She beat me,” Green said. “I don’t know how she spotted it from all the way up there. I mean, I was only about five feet from the snitch and I never saw it.”

Weasley’s capture of the snitch secured the Canadians 150 points, putting them ahead of the Phantoms and ending the game.

**Game Notes**
- DCCC has become the first college in the United States to form a Quidditch team.
- Cal Q. Later, Phantom’s Beater, registered 30 bludger hits on the Canadians.
- Teaze scored 70 points, the most on the team.
- The team will be fundraising over the next two months to pay for a trip to England to play in a tournament featuring Hogwarts.
- The new Quidditch Pitch, the area where the game is played, unlike those across England, is built inside the new STEM building, which is part of the reason why the majority of students have no cell phone reception. “We decided to build the pitch inside so that none of the balls could get loose and wreak havoc across the Delaware Valley,” said Susan Broomsfield, head coach of the team. “Because it’s indoors, all the magic needed for the team is contained inside, causing problems with cell reception. We’re aware of the problem, but all the professors are quite fond of not having the interruptions in class, so we decided to let it go.”

**Penn State Brandywine**

Partnering with Delaware County Community College for over 40 years

Find your place at Penn State Brandywine

- Baccalaureate degrees in Business, Communications, Education, Human Development, Information Sciences, Liberal Arts, and more
- Learn from the best - a Big Ten education in your neighborhood
- Convenient class times, free parking, small campus community
- A world of networking opportunities with over 460,000 Penn State alumni
- Personalized counseling for transfer students
- A degree that speaks for itself - We Are...Penn State!

Come visit campus

- Transfer Thursdays (call for more information)
- Or arrange for an individual appointment (see the Web site for details)